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CoinX Inc. Makes Successful Debut at Money2020; First Compliant Bitcoin
Exchange Draws Strong Interest

The CoinX Digital Currency Exchange™ draws positive response among the Bitcoin
enthusiasts and Bitcoin-curious at the sold-out Money2020 conference in Las Vegas. The
CoinX Exchange is the first compliant, online trading platform for the buying and selling of
digital currencies and is fully compliant in the jurisdictions that it trades.

Atlanta, GA (PRWEB) October 08, 2013 -- CoinX™, Inc. today announced the successful debut of the CoinX
Digital Currency Exchange at the sold-out Money2020 conference in Las Vegas. The CoinX Exchange is the
first compliant, online trading platform for the buying and selling of digital currencies and is fully compliant in
the jurisdictions that it trades.

“Money2020 is one of the leading confabs in the industry and is known for the caliber of its programming and
its attendees,” says Megan Burton, CEO and founder of CoinX, Inc. “We are thrilled by the interest and
positive response to the CoinX Exchange shown by conference attendees.”

“As active participants in the Bitcoin community, we are excited to see CoinX launching a compliant exchange
in the U.S.,” said Nick Shalek, investor at Ribbit Capital. “Megan and her team are talented entrepreneurs and
have done an impressive job building the trust of regulatory and banking partners. We believe this is an
important step for companies across the Bitcoin ecosystem to take."

The CoinX platform utilizes the same hosting facility and corresponding security protocols as the New York
Stock Exchange. It is registered with the U.S. Treasury Department’s Financial Crimes Enforcement Network
and is fully compliant in the jurisdictions that it trades. The company is actively working with regulatory
authorities across the United States to secure money transmitter licenses in all 50 states.

CoinX representatives are providing platform demos at Booth #523 at Money2020. For information on how to
apply for a free private beta account, visit www.CoinX.com.

About Money2020
Money2020 is the leading annual event for emerging payments and financial services. This event held this year
in Las Vegas brings together organizations of all sizes and from every corner of the global, multi-stakeholder
ecosystem. The content for Money2020 is reviewed and managed by industry operators and entrepreneurs,
making it uniquely "by the industry, for the industry." Money2020's mission is to help better define the
industry, serve as a catalyst for product adoption and be a tool for improved productivity. For more information,
visit www.money2020.com.

About CoinX, Inc.
Headquartered in Atlanta, Ga., CoinX, Inc. offers the first compliant, secure, real-time, online digital currency
exchange for individuals, institutional investors and institutional service providers. The company is committed
to supporting the growing adoption of digital currency such as Bitcoin by making them safe, inexpensive and
easy to trade. The CoinX platform shares the hosting facility and corresponding security protocols used by the
New York Stock Exchange and will be compliant in all the jurisdictions that CoinX trades. Its management
team has more than 30 collective years in IT security, financial technology and e-marketplaces. For more
information, visit www.CoinX.com
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Contact Information
JACQUI CHEW
IFUSION MARKETING
(404) 964-6336

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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